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HOW CAN WE HELP?

The Meetology® Group offer 4 services to companies, venues and meeting organisers.

**Design Consultancy:**
Whether you’re a company, venue or organiser our consultants will work with you on how to use findings from behavioral science to create a better meeting.

**Behavioral Research:**
Our team of consultant psychologists undertake funded primary research into meetings behavior and performance.

**International Speaking:**
We have spoken on the topic of meetings design and performance in over 20 countries.

**Attendee Performance:**
Our performance division Meetings Mindset® offers in-house, online and onsite performance solutions to businesses and organisers.

For more information please visit

W: www.meetology.com,
E: info@meetology.com
T: +44 (0)1273 903802

This guide has been supported by the PCMA Education Foundation
Dear fellow meetings industry professionals,

I’m very pleased to be able to present this guide which has been produced through our relationship with the Meetology® Group.

The Meetology® Group is dedicated to exploring the science behind designing effective meetings and maximizing the performance of those who attend. This guide shares some of the highlights from the research which we hope you will find practically useful when planning your next event.

Research and insights to improve and advance our industry are made possible only through your generous contributions and your participation and support of PCMA Education Foundation events like Party With a Purpose, the Dinner Celebrating Professional Achievement, Silent Auction and the Partnership Summit.

The PCMA Education Foundation is dedicated to funding scholarships, education and research to advance the meetings industry and we hope you enjoy the guide that it has helped fund.

Sincerely,

Liz Erikson
Chair
PCMA Education Foundation

W: www.pcma.org/foundation
T: +1 877-827-7262
Dear fellow meetings industry professionals,

Ever since I first entered the industry 15 years ago I have been interested in how science can help us create even more effective meetings. When promoting a product those marketing it will often turn to science to add validation to their story and, at a time when we have to prove the value of meetings like never before, I believe that this is the key for our industry too.

When we approached PCMA with our proposal we were met with nothing but enthusiasm and I wish to publically thank the Foundation for supporting what has been a 2 year partnership. For this guide we’ve delved into our vast library and come up with some of the most fun pieces of research which, as well as being practically useful, we hope will raise a smile or two too.

We look forward to offering our services to you in the future but for now we hope you enjoy this handy resource some of the contents of which you’ll be able to incorporate at your next event.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Bradshaw
CEO
The Meetology® Group

E. info@meetology.com
W. www.meetology.com
@meetology
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1. GRUMPY IS GOOD IN MEETINGS...

Studies show that having grumpy, discontent attendees in a meeting may just be the way to inspire creativity as disgruntled members often won’t accept the status quo, will voice their opinion and challenge any ‘group think’ mentality. Consider this when you want creative ideas and diversity of opinion.
2. FUEL YOUR ATTENDEES’ BRAINS!

Neuroscientists generally agree that not taking enough calories on board has a negative impact on brain performance in areas such as memory and reaction times. The solution for conference organisers is to ensure attendees are offered brain fuel throughout the day focusing on complex carbohydrates that provide a continual energy source for the grey matter.

3. A CONFERENCE CAFFEINE FIX?

Moderate amounts of caffeine have been shown to positively affect our brain’s performance in areas including visual selective attention, task switching, conflict monitoring and sustained attention within a relatively short time. So offer coffee at your next conference - but encourage attendees not to overdo it!
4. MEETINGS MEDITATION

It may sound far fetched but the science around this research was front page news in the meetings industry recently. It looks as if meditation aids mental performance resulting in a reduction in stress, increased creativity and the ability to focus for longer for those who practice it. Is it time you offered meditation at your next conference?
5. TRAIN THE BRAIN FOR A BETTER MEETINGS MEMORY?

We’ve all been there - we see a familiar face at a congress but can’t recall their name or where we first met them.

Some neuroscientists are now advocating the use of video based brain training exercises that have been shown to enhance specific brain function including memory; how long before you offer brain gyms at your conference?

6. SMILE LIKE YOU MEAN IT

We can all spot a fake smile at a meeting right? Well even if your colleagues can’t it seems that faking it is bad for our emotions too.

Research shows that faking a smile worsens our mood and affects productivity whilst the opposite is the case when we genuinely smile.
7. THE POWER OF SOCIAL PROOF

When trying to encourage registrations to your conference, psychology can give you a helping hand. Research indicates that humans are more likely to copy others behaviors if they know many others have already made that same choice. Heavily advertise the number of registrations if they are of a decent number as others are likely to follow.
8. SMALL IS BEAUTIFUL

Conferences are generally large affairs but that doesn’t mean you shouldn’t encourage smaller group meetings. In larger groups people tend to rely on others to engage and interact when compared to smaller groups so much smaller break out sessions are proven to be of value.

9. IF YOU WANT PEOPLE TO EMPATHIZE WITH YOU... MAKE A MISTAKE.

Empathy helps build bonds between humans and research suggests that people may just have more empathy for you if you actually make mistake. If it happens in a meeting accept it, acknowledge it and move on - it may just be the event that factor that secures the business!
10. ALL MALE CONFERENCE?  
BAD IDEA…!

Research suggests that having a similar mix of each sex is important in group psychology and performance. Although meeting face to face and creating a good working environment were both shown to be important so was having enough females in the group. Women tended to be more socially sensitive and intelligent.

11. TOO MUCH CHOICE?

Education session, hotels, menus and off-site activities - you may want to offer the world to conference attendees in truth it may be best to limit the options. Research suggests that too much choice can in fact put people off making decision and that limiting the options to a total of 3 may be the best strategy.
12. MIX UP YOUR CONFERENCE GROUPS

If you want creative breakout sessions it seems important to change group personnel often. Whilst members reported a less friendly group, those in groups whose membership was regularly changed were actually more creative.

13. MAKE THEM SMILE

Although ‘humor’ is a very subjective the power of laughter on the performance of your attendees is undoubted. Making delegates laugh at a conference can help dispel tension, aggression, unify the mood and behaviour of a group but most importantly aid negotiations. Now you just have to find a joke that everyone will find funny!
14. IT SMELLS RIGHT

Psychologists have long been aware that the environment in which we meet affects us and it seems that smell plays a major part in this.

Research shows that smell can affect mood, behaviour, enjoyment and memory of an event so maybe it is time to start to incorporate this interesting area into meetings?
15. THE POWER OF PLANTS!

It seems that bringing nature into the conference environment may have a remarkable impact. Psychologists have measured a 15% increase in creativity when natural plants were introduced whilst other studies have found that the color sky blue increases creativity too. Could you bring these colors into your next event?

16. A PICASSO OR A DA VINCI?

Research suggests that environmental ‘priming’ has a big impact on how people perform at meetings. One study showed that when people were exposed to creative art they were far more creative themselves. This area has huge implications for conference and meeting design.
17. CAN YOU FEEL THE HEAT?

Have you ever considered how the temperature of the conference environment affects our feelings?

Research suggests for example that when we meet someone when holding a cold glass of water we will see them as having a colder personality as opposed to those who we meet when holding a coffee who we see as warmer and more friendly.
18. CREATE A PLAY AREA

A large and ever growing area of research suggests that playing and having fun aids creativity - so why not in meetings? We’ve designed meetings with pinball machines, juggling and table soccer so why not incorporate into your next event?

19. A CONFERENCE TUNE?

With repetition the brain can be encouraged to associate a feeling or emotion with external stimuli. Music can be one such powerful stimulus and some effective conferences have used the same music year after year to open plenary as well as break out sessions.

20. CREATING CONNECTIONS

In the 1970’s, and based on psychological research, Steve Jobs went about overseeing the complete redesign of the environment in which his employees worked. His goal was simple - to create a space were people were forced to meet rather than closed separate areas. Research suggests that giving attendees the chance to simply mingle will aid creativity.
21. COMPUTER DESIGNED CONFERENCE ROOM?

We know that the conference environment affects behaviour but did you know that computer software can help?

Software programmes exists that helps interior designers design the best layout for rooms based on eliciting specific behaviours. Useful for a conference? We think so.
22. ENHANCING COLLABORATION

The digital world offers a variety of solutions to work alongside face to face interaction. From real time congress voting and feedback technology, online post-session collaboration platforms to computer based ‘Negotiation Ninjas’ who negotiate the best price on your behalf, exploring how technology can aid your event is a must.

23. SHAKE ON IT – HYGIENICALLY

Whilst shaking hands with other attendees is standard practice in fact your conference attendees risk encountering numerous germs by doing so. UK based electronics firm Dyson have filed a US patent for a tap that may become the norm in congress centers internationally. The technology allows the tap to provide water and soap but then additionally dries the user’s hands all from the standards tap location next to the sink.
24. CONFERENCE NAVIGATION

Ensuring attendees find their way around can often be a tough job for organisers. Now technology that helps us navigate on a macro level has been developed to help on a micro level too with interior navigation now available on smartphone and potentially implementable with a conference situation.
25. LOSE YOUR SMARTPHONE?

Whilst technology aids, conference organisation research suggests that when constantly engaging with it (such as checking emails/social media) conference attendees may become less productive. It could be good to encourage attendees to occasionally ‘disconnect’ from their smartphone at a conference.

26. REBOOT YOUR BRAIN.

It might sound crazy but scientists are now using technology that allows them to send an electrical current to certain parts of the brain to aid specific functions like memory or movement. Does the future of conference organising include transcranial stimulation for attendees?
27. INTERNATIONAL ATTENDEES? LIGHT MAY BE THE ANSWER.

International conferences by their definition attract a global audience from multiple time zones. Ensuring attendees have access to the right type of light (daylight or light box) may be the answer in helping them overcome the impact on meetings performance.
28. WHY OFFER A MORNING RUN AT A CONFERENCE.

You see it more and more - the conference morning fun run. Exercise science points to a host of benefits from engaging in physical activity including the fact that you’re attendees are likely to feel better throughout the day.

29. MAKING SURE THEY GET THEIR 8 HOURS!

More and more research shows that sleep is crucial to an attendee if their body and brain is going to perform at it’s best. Lack of focus, fuzzy memory and other cognitive impairments have been measured when we don’t get enough shut eye - so shut the hotel bar at 10pm!
30. MIDDLE AGED? EXERCISE WILL MAKE YOU SMARTER AT MEETINGS.

A study has shown that high intensity exercise not only makes middle aged people fitter but smarter too. Admittedly this was over a few months but their cognitive function improved considerably according to neuroscientists at the University of Montreal. More reason to introduce exercise to your congress?
31. OFFER PLENTY OF PROTEIN.

If you want to avoid unhealthy snacking by your attendees research suggests that offering them a protein rich breakfast (e.g. eggs, cheese, fish, yoghurt) will keep them fuller for longer.

32. SODIUM FOR LESS STRESS IN MEETING

Whilst high levels of sodium have regularly been associated with an unhealthy lifestyle it seems that salty snacks do have an unexpected benefit - they seem to help reduce social anxiety which is a real issue for some people attending large congresses. It seems like a small pack of salted peanuts may not be too bad after all.
As we have mentioned the power of unconscious nudges on humans is fascinating. Did you know that if you leave a scent of cleaning fluid in a meeting space attendees are more likely to clean up after themselves? What other behaviours could you elicit via smell?
34. MEET ON THE FLOOR?

Introducing different meeting environments is becoming more common in well designed conferences and maybe this should mean no chairs at all. Scientists have shown that when we lie down the blood flow changes affecting the part of our brain which improved problem solving and creativity.

35. LOSE THE MOVING WALKWAYS

Research suggest that if you are trying to move people around in a large congress center they will move faster if they walk than if they are given the chance to use the moving walkways.
36. BORING CONFERENCES FEEL LONGER

It looks as though if your attendees are bored then time will really drag on for them. Research indicates that when unstimulated we estimate that less time has passed. More reason to create a stimulating experience at your next event.

37. ENCOURAGE DOODLING

Science says its OK to doodle in meetings so don’t worry if your conference attendees do! Researchers noted a rise in the levels of recall from doodlers as opposed to those who didn’t so don’t always assume those who are doodling in your conference are not paying attention.
38. MEET SOMEWHERE EXCITING!

The connection between emotional state and attraction indicates that holding your meeting in an emotionally stimulating place (top of a mountain/rollercoaster) may lead to better connection between attendees.

39. ASK THEM TO THINK OF THE ONE THAT THEY LOVE

A psychologist has found that when we think of the one we love we can become more creative. So, before you start your conference how about asking each attendee to visualise their true love. - it just may make a difference!
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